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Russians Give Austrians a Terrible Beating in Fight in Galicia
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Paris Issues Statement
Paris, Sept. 23.The following official communication was sent out
from Paris at 3 o'clock this afternoon:
''First: On our left wing, on the
right bank of the River Oise, we have
advanced in the region, of Iasslgny,
where there have been violent
with the enemy. On the kfi
bank of the Oise and to the north
of the River Aisne the situation is
unchanged.
"Second: On the center, between
Rheims and the River Meuse, there
has been no change of importance.
On tl Woevre district to the north-- !
east of Verdun and In the direction
of Mouilly and Dannpierre, the enemy
undertook violent attacks, which were,
however, repulsed. In the southern
part of the Woevre district the enemy
holds a line from Richecourt to Seich-epreto Lleronville, from which he
has not Issued.
"Third: On our right wing, In
Lorraine and the Vosges, the Germane
have evacuated Nomeny and Arra-cour- t
and have shown little activity
In the country around Domevre.
"The capture by the Russians of
the fortress of Jaroslau in Gajicia is
'
announced."
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German Columns Retreat
dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph company from Petrograd says
that German columns, which In considerable strength crossed the Russian
frontier at Mlawa, on September 20,
have retreated nonthward.
It Is reported, says the correspondent, that the German troops in the
fortified positions on the left bank of
the Vistula, on the frontier between
Thern and Kalissa, have received reinforcements. The valley of the River San contains Immense quantities
of valuable booty taken by the Russians.
A

i
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GREAT BRITAIN'S WARSHIPS IS PART OF T PE

Momentous events that may decide the battle of the Aisne are trans,
to
piring near St. Quentin, where the allies are faking a furious attempt
turn
German
the
wing.
right
GO
several
Vague but persistent reports, wholly unofficial, coming from
Franco-Britisis slowly devel-opinmovement
the
that
turning
suggest
points,
However, in the absence of official claims or admissions regardthis
tremendously Important action, little is definitely known.
ing
Such official references as are made to the exreme western battlefield
are very guarded. An English correspondent declares that the German
right has been turned between Perronne and St. Quentin.
The British admiralty has not made public Its estimate of the casualties when the three British cruisers were sunk by German submarines,
but press reports indicate that probably from 1,200 to 1,500 officers and
FIRED
VESSELS
GEORGE'S
men were lost Reports that two of the attacking submarines were sunk
KING
lack confirmation.
AT SUBMARINES THAT ATTACKED THEM
The German casualties so far as reported number 63 467, according
to an announcement at Berlin. The latest casualty list Issued lapt night
bore 5,893 names. The deaths of General von Wroonheman and General
von Arbou are chronicled.
LOSS OF LIFE
A TERRIBLE
One official statement at Paris at 3 o'clock this afternoon says that
the allies have advanced their western wing after severe fighting. It
is declared also that German attacks on the east wing of the allies have

What hurts Is the Irreparable loss In
officers and men who went down In
efforts to rescue their comrades In
The Atioukir is said to have
hi en the heaviest sufferer. Apparently only 48 men were saved out of
a complement of 813.
The three cruisers carried a total
of about 30 naval endets, who were
drafted from the naval college when
the war opened.
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Three Cruisers Lost
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Sea
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It Is officially stated that the Rusly that we had plenty of time to jump
taro harbor were destroyed some days ment desires to have disposed of as
French Ships Land Guns
London, Sept 23. In a dispatch sians lost In the battles near Tannen-ber- of a type not used for several years
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(Continued on page Four)
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Excellent Attractions
on the Lyceum Course

La J Vou'LoadingStora

S.osenumM Son
LU&uHd

South SidoRaj

6t

Active preparations are being made
5
at the Y. M. C. A. for the
course
this
course.
The
year
Lyceum
promises to surpass both In the mat
ter of talent and the support, that of
last year. The talent has been select
ed for the present course with great
care, and the patrons will be assured
of a season of real entertainment.
Santa Fe Concerts Stop
Word has been received at the Y.
M. C. A. from the office of Mr. S .E.
Busser that in all probability the San
ta Fe concerts will be discontinued,
not only at Las Vegas, but along the
whole line. If this be true, It will
leave, with the possible exception of
what high class attractions may appear at the opera house and a few
local entertainments, the Y. M. C. A.
course as the only entertainment
of really high class that will appear
in I.as Vegas this coming winter.
s
Not
Because of the enjoyment that will
be derived from the Y. M. C. A. course
tt.ause of the association's desire not
1914-191-

Time to buy
Blankets Now
Our full stock is now on display sad to induce early
buying, we will give special prices the rest of this month.
The line is fresh and new, and the values are worth while

COTTON BLANKETS
6Sx84 Heavy Cotton Blankets,
white, grey and tan, pink, blue,
brown and grey borders

While and Tan Cotton
Blankets, pluk and blue borders
52x72

75c

$1.97

Grey Cotton
Clauketa, colored borders
50x74

Tan and

C4x76 Wool Nap Tilankets, grvy
or tan, pink and blue borders

87c
5Gx74

$2.19

Grey or White DlankeU

Money-Maker-

colored, plaid
Light
Blankets, brown, blues, pinks,
etc. -

$1.09
Tan or Grey, nice
weight, pink, blue and brown
borders -

$1.30

Gsx&4

$2.67

Wool Nap Blankets, grey

and brown,, extra heavy weight,
white and blue borders

$1.53

$3.06

BROWN WOOLEN BLANKETS
These Blankets are heavy weight and come
with black and yellow borders.
14-.
Vicuna Blanket
12-Vicuna Blanket
11- - 4
Vicuna Blanket
' 10-Vicuna Blanket

In.

4

m.

a rich brown color,
$9.63
$6.13
$5.98
$4.37

-

SCARLET WOOLEN BLANKETS
Heavy weight, scarlet Blankets, black borders:
12-- 4 Scarlet Blanket
Scarlet Blanket
11-- 4

--

$7.00
$9.63

4 White Woolen Blanket..
White Woolen Blanket

$4.37

.

$63
$6.13

...

1

$a.7&

ARMY BLANKETS
Blue Army Blanket
black border
Dakota Olive Drab Blankst
)
),

(11-4-

- L

m
SINGING

S

J
PARTY

:'.fKy...;TVf.
IN

"THE SINGING MASTER."

Soochow candidates, and the glory
was carried oft by others. So, a third
pagoda was built, this time in the
shape of a Chinese stick of ink. An
idol was placed in the pagoda, and
the sequel showed that the gods were
well pleased with the ink that was
now furnished to go along with the
pens! The next candidates from Soochow were eminently successful. Not
only this, but two were elected to
posts of high honor. After that the
pagodas became an object of great
veneration. The number of sacrifices
to the idol was Increased, and today
Is

the most noted

Miss Altha Montague, the contralto, landmark in all Soochow.
to make money out of it but rather
to be of service to the community and studied for two yearn under the well
BOY SHOT AS HE KISSED GIRL
lastly because of the exceeding low known Professor McBurney of Chica
price charged for the course tickets go and was for a time soloist of the
d
at Children's Party
It certainly looks as though a large big Hyde Park Baptist church in that
Victim of Accidental Discharge
number of Las Vegas people will avail city. She is a graduate of the Chicago
of Pistol,
themselves of the opportunity offered University with an A. B. degree.
New York. While playing a kissing
John Eichenberger, tenor, was the
by the Y. M. O. A. to enjoy probably
the highest class of entertainments tenor soloist in several of the best game at the Henry Burrows home in
Flushing, William Gogglns, who is
ever brought to the city.
opera companies on the road. He just
twelve, was told to get down on
and
120
beautiful
seats
of
been
a
about
makes
have
Already
specialty
his knees on a pillow in front of any
signed up for the current course and elaborate costumes for each of his pre girl he chose and kiss her. He did
Some Idea of these can as he was told, and fell over limp
the first of next week Mr. Scatterday, sentations.
the new secretary, and Mr. LeNoir, be obtained from the accompanying from a revolver bullet that had
pierced his right side. The boy was
the retiring secretary, will call on photographs.
taken unconscious to the Flushing
A.
was
to
William
the Las Vegas folks and endeavor
Goldberg, baritont,,
hospital.
s'gn up enough to make the guaran- a boy wonder on the violin, later disThe Bhot was fired by Harry Burtee necessary to bring the talent to covering that he had a fine voice. He rows, the boy who was
giving the
After season tickets to gave up the vicjiinw voice although party, and had come from a revolver
Lab
;
viottl
onho had played
meet this amount have been sold
fof years profes- belonging to the young host's father.
ly general admission tickets will be sionally. He has also Bung leading The latter, an express messenger, had
on sale.
grand opera roles before entering the entered the room where the game was
going on, and put his pistol on the
The price of the double season tick- lyceum.
mantel. Harry Burrows, who is eleven,
et (admitting two people), is $5.00.
William James Breach, accompanist
picked up the gun to play with It, and
Tills admits to all five entertainments and monologist, makes one of the hits It was
discharged.
and Includes a reserved seat. The of the program. He has been with
The bullet passed through the boy's
single season ticket (admitting one the company from its inception and body and cut the skirt of the girl beptrson) is $3.00. Tnrs year a special has also studied with the best teachers, fore whom he was kneeling.
Harry Burrows was paroled In the
student's single season ticket will be
While the members of this company
of an elder sister by MagisThis wakes are all good soloists their claim Is custody
put on sale for $2.00.
trate Fitch, and his father, who was
each entertainment costing the sea- - chiefly in their quartet work. The
arrested for
a
was
Ve-Ka-

WHITE WOOLEN BLANKETS
12- - 4

""'r,,

$5.69
$8.76

ATTEND NEGRO CONFERENCE
Santa Fe, Sept. 23. James" Coleman
of Blackdom, Chaves county, and Theodore Brinson of Albuquerque, were
today appointed by Governor McDonald to represent New Mexico's colored
population at the
of
the Freedom of the American Negro
.luring August, 1915. The committee
in charge Is headed y Bishop Samuel
Fallows of Chicago.

SCHWENKFELDERS
CELEBRATE
Pennsburg, Pa., Sept 23 Commem
orating the devotion and heroism of
their ancestors, the Schwenkfelders,
of Pennsylvania! will hold their unique
Memorial day services tomorrow for
the one hundred and eightieth time
in the little Krausdale. church, here.
The Schwenkfelders, followers of Casper Schwenkfeld, a German reformer
of the sixteenth century,
failing to attain freedom of worship in their fatherland, sought refuge in PennsylCharley Clancy is making quite a vania. On
September 24, 1734, imrecord as minor' league pilot, In the
mediately after landing in PhiladelKELLOGG-HAINEfour years he has managed the
SINGING PARTY IN "THE MILKMAID."
phia they held service of thanksgiving
North Carolina league team for their deliverance from
European
Clancy has won three pennants.
oppression. A frugal repast of bread, son ticket holders about 50 cents per claim has been made that while male
butter and applebutter followed. Ever person.
quartets by long practice often reach
since then, on the 21th of every SepFollowing are the attractions and a very high standard of ensemble perACT QUICKLY
season:
tember, the entire denomination has dfites for the
fection, that it Is doubtful if any other
assembled
in
one
Its
of
suburbs
to
s
Kellogg-HaineHas
Been
Delay
Singing Party, Oc mi:ed quartet in America can
Dangerous in East hold
a service of thanksgiving and tober 28.
Las Vegas
the Kellogg-Haine- s
commemoration
company in
Do the right thing at the
and to partake of a
Raweis, native New Zealanders, Noright time.
similar repast at noontime. The
Act quickly In time of danger.
that sinking of Individuality and pervember 28.
In time of kidney danger Doan'a Schwenkfelders are among the most
fect blending of voices which comprisKillarney Girls, December 7.
successful farmers of this section of
Kidney pills are most effective.
Collegiate Male Quartette, January es a male trio of equal merit.
Plenty of East Las Vegas evidence Pennsylvania and the Schwenkfelder 21?.
No one evening is ever given over
housewives are famous for their culiof their worth.
Manlove, the comedian, February 12. entirely to the presentation of one
P. Ciddio, tailor, 505 Sixth St., East nary skill. But on this day no elabFollows a list of names of those al grand opera, but selection from a
Las Vegas, sayn- - "I had a. steady orate meal Is prepared, as all sit down
goodly number are given in one pro
for the course,
ache across my loins and my right together to the same simple fare that ready signed up
A few of the selections from
gram.
I.
BacharClarence
Iden, I,
Appel,
efda, when j stooped, I felt the trou- was the lot Of their ancestors
The
the
which
programs are made up are:
El
H.
P.
Oscar
Brlnegar,
Burch,
ble more severely. When 1 lay down. applebutter always constitutes an lm. ach,
Bohemian
A. F.
"The
D.
Girl," "II Trovatore,"
F.
Bacharach,
Baer,
1
could hardly straighten on account' portant feature of the occasion, for
Dr. F. H. "Dolly Varden," "The Chinese HoneyBrown,
Blackburn,
LeRoy
no
so
of the pain. I attribute the trouble!
applebutter is
delicious as that
to my sitting In a craped pposltlon at' prepared on the Schwenkfelder fatrms. Crail, G. M. Carey, Frank Carroon, moon," "Martha," "Penelope," "The
H. W. Clark, S. B. Davis, Jr., Charles Milk Maid," "The Singing Master,"
my work Doan's Kidney Pills proved I It Is brought to the church in great
Greenclay, George H. Hunker, W. G. "Lovely Galatea," "The Songs of the
to be Just what I needed. They not" earthen crocks.
Kaydon, J. M. Harris, Mabel El Hall, Sixties."
only removed the pain and backache,
Erie
oHke, Sut Hutchinson, A. C.
"Lovely Galatea" and "The Songs of
but gave me permanent benefit a
CITROLAX
G.
Sixties" are their latest programs.
the
J.
H.
Ilfeld,
Klnkel, Judge
Jones,
few years ago I gave a statement, tell-- j
Users say It is the ideal, perfect
D. J. Leahy, Dr. C. S. Losey, Judge E. "Lovely Galatea" is a complete comic
lng how DoanV Kidney Pills had laxative drink. ML J. Perkins, Green
V. Long, W. J. Lucas, John C. Meade, opera written for four voices by Von
cured me and I have nothing to with- Bay, Wis., says "I have used
pills, Byron T. Mills, E. J. McWenie, Frank Suppe, the German composer, who is
draw from It My back and kidneys; oils, salts, etc, but were all
disagree
L. Myers, A. F. Mor- - also the author of "Poet and Peasant"
have given me no more trouble."
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I McCullough, F.
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't have found the ideal laxative drink."
simply ask for a kidney remedy get For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy Georges Carpentier, the French
According to unofficial averages the
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that liver, congested bowels, Citrolax Is
champion now doing military duty In Giants have It on the Braves In bat- Mr. Ciddio had. Foster-MIIboCo., ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross France, is driving an officer's anto and .ting, hut the Stallnigs clan has a
j
Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
ebade on the McGrawites in fielding.
is not in much danger.
S
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HEADACHE GONE! NO

PAIN OR NEURALGIA

nBv

A
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Twelve-Year-Ol-
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When George Brandes said the
other day that in this country one is Dr. James' Headache Powders Give
not permitted to be alone he disclosed
Instant Relief 10 Cents a
a weakness in American society that
Package
is responsible for certain undesirable
Chicago
the
characteristics, affirms
NewB. Undoubtedly, American lack of
tc
When your head aches you simply
Individuality is due in large part the
In
have relief or you will go wild.
must
together.
the mania for herding
crowd life the fine flavor of personal- It's needless to suffer when you can
for society
ity is lost. "No man is fit
take a remedy like Dr. James' HeadEmerremarked
fine
traits,"
has
who
Powders and relieve the pain
ache
son. A high degree of culture tends and neuralgia at once. Send someone
the
of
out
men
to Isolate, to drive
'
The to the .dmig store now for a dime
crowd and into themselves.
Schopenhauer,
package of Dr. James' Htaducbo Powby
is
developed
thought
sociable
is
man
ders. Don't suffer. In a few moment
"a
that
who has said
InJust In the degree in which he is
you will feel fine headache gone
tellectually poor and generally vulgar. no more neuralgia pain. Aiv.
The more a man has in nimbeu mr(
less he will want from other peopie,
the less, indeed, other people can beva-to
him. It is aialnly because of Inner
DOCKS STRETCH FOR MILES
in quest of
I
cuity of soul that people go
society, diversion, amusement, luxury
Millions of Tons of Shipping Annually)
exto
lead
many
of every sort, which
Use the Quays and Wharves
travagance and misery."
of London.
If Americans cultivated their own
more thev would be better
As London is the world's largest
company for others. Too many people market, so, alBO, is it the world's leadt
never take the trouble to get acquaint-fYet few people least of all
with tham selves, and consequently ing port.
Londoners seem to realize what marat
no
selves
end by having practically
velous hives of industry are the docks
all. Individuality that most precious of the
metropolis.
silent
of gifts is born and bred in the
In the course of a year more than
which every man and
30,000,000 tons of shipping use the
every woman occasionally snatches quays and wharves that constitute th
clamor.
and
from the world's noise
soul re- port of London; and the value of the
Only by withdrawing does the
foreign trade alone is something like
empty-headeshallow,
The
cuperate.
390,0u0,000 sterling about a quarter,
borrow
to
"nitwits"
and the vacuous
that is to say, of the annual exports
ad
phrase-dreMiss Morton's expressive
of the United Kingdom.
solitude because solitude re- and imports
would take a million men a year
It
if
Yet
mental
poverty..
veals their
to produce the amount of tea that
they would face solitude bravely they passes annually through the port. The
wealth.
would in time share solitude's
figures relating to other imports, such
as grain, timber, wool, meat, sugar,
He Understood.
There Is a celebrated specialist in wines and tobacco, are bnthe same
Washington, as well known for his enormous scale.
In the wine and spirit vaults at the
bluntness of speech as for his profesLondon docks the gangways where the
sional skill.
Ou one occasion a rather pretentious wine is stored are 28V4 miles in length.
and elderly woman, the wife of a cabi- For the wool trade the port of London
net officer, sought his advice. He lis- authority provides a space of 32 acres
tened to a long recital of her symp- and it can store ut one time more than
a million frozen carcases of mutton
toms and then prescribed as follows:
and the 120,000 tons of beef that Aus"An egg and a cup of tea for break6lice
a
tralia, New Zealand and South Amerfor
two
walk
then
hours;
fast,
of cold beef and half a glass of wine ica send to London each year.
for luncheon, then walk again, for two
hours; fish (except salmon) and a bit
The Infinite Procession.
of chicken for dinner, with a single
We look through the microscope;
glass of wine; to bed at ten and rise physicists, chemists, biologists, pry
at seven, etc. No automobile exer- into the inner recesses of matter, only
cise, please,"
to find euergy energy heaving, tossThe patient listened with surprise. ing, turbulent, imprisoned, perhaps, or
"But, doctor," she expostulated, "do bound to other energy, but everyyou know my position?"
where, in the egg, In the spermatozoa,
"Perfectly, madam," said the doctor, in the minutest particles of matter,
"I am prescribing for an old woman animal, vegetable or Inorganic, restwith a deranged stomach."
less energy, eternal effort. If wo
turn to the history of past life upon
our globe, w hat do we find but records
Take Rest In Time.
Rest Is mental. When the mind of energy, whether physical, chemical
wearies the body relaxeB. Drudgery or of that seemingly peculiar form
is mental monotony. The climate of which marks living organisms, everythe mind loses Its distinct seasons where energy leaving its trace in inIn this history of
when drudgery steals away vivacity numerable forms.
and variety. Idleness is not rest, but life, according to our human standrust. A change of air refreshes the ards, there has been a long procession,
whole man. What most people need in which the principle of organic life,
for a vacation is a new duty, not a new from the earliest period of vegetable
climate. If you would rid yourself of existence, has advanced through. manian old trouble and escape from a gall- fold forms, upward, upward, in the
ing condition, take up a new task. In- depths of the sea, in the air, on land,
action leads to atrophy. Rust does as by devious routes and strange pasmuch harm as friction. There Is no sages, up, up, to the fish, to the bird,
beasts, and finally to
reward for the Idler whether he be to
rich or poor. The lazy man la seldom man. Atlantic.
an optimist.
1

the Ink Pagoda

Our Woolen Blankets are the famous Oregon City brand, guaranteed pure wool. Be sure and look this line over.

10-l-

London. This picture shows one oi
the oldest as well as one of the most
noted pagodas In all China, the Ink
Pagoda of Soochow. Long ago, Soo-chow had a reputation throughout the
empire for the success of its candidates in the government examinations. On one occasion, when they
had been unusually successful, and
crowned themselves and their native
city with glory, the people of Soo
chow determined to commemorate the
event by building a pair of pagodas in
the shape of Chinese pens. No sooner, however, were these pagodas
erected than luck turned against ..the

At Soochow, China.

L

WOOL BLANKETS

(fine quality)

Writer Assert That Americans Ar
Unappreclative of the Value of
Individuality.

ica.

1

KELLOGG-HAINE-

Marcellu

Miss Lotta Fahlen, soprano, aside
frcm her extensive church choir ex
perience has sung principal roles with
the Shehan Opera company, and stu
died with the best teachers In Amer

i JF"--

Grey and Tan, with pink,
blue and brown borders

12--4

Said to Be the Oldest a Well a Most
Noted Structure of Kind in All
China.

pianist

Light colored plaids, fine
quality

6Sx84

62x78

Blanket..

NEGLECT

date.
The Kellogg-Halne- s
company Is one
of the standard attractions In the
world today.
There are five "members In the
company, including a

$2.40

GOxTG

Plaid

s

GIFT

PRECIOUS

THE INK PAGODA OF SOOCHOW.

64x80

with pink or blue borders

11- -

Sig Nahm, W. G.
Ogle, S. C. Palce, Jefferson Raynolds,
E. D. Raynolds, A. T. Rogers, Jr., Robert L. M. Ross, Mrs. Jake Stern, G.
L. Spence,
J. H. Stearns, Frank
W.
H.
Strass,
Stapp, Charles Spless,
William Springer, J. L. Tooker, L. C.
Taylor, Tony Vngaro, A. H. Van Horn,
Helma Vollmer, C. W. Wesner, Laura
C. Wltten. V. H. Walte and R. U.
Woodcock.
The first number to appear on the
Singcourse will be the Kellogg-HainePaity. Wednesday, October 28 Is the

rosette, Fay Miller,

23, 1914.

having
revolver,
discharged when he showed a perait

d

four-foote-

Reliability

is what a doctor must be assured oi in recommending a food or drink. He must know that it is honest,
efficient, pure and wholesome.
In cases of nervousness,

heart flutter, headache,
biliousness, indigestion, etc., where the patient is a
coffee drinker, most doctors order. 'Quit coffee and
use Postum."

5

Doctors recommend Postum because they know
that is a pure food-drin- k
absolutely free from the
which
makes
coffee injurious to most
drug, caffeine,
users.
It is significant

that thousands

of physicians not

only recommend, but themselves use

POSTUA
its worth having been fully demonstrated, not only in the home, but in Sanitariums,
Hospitals and Colleges.
Postum now comes in two forms.
Postum must be boiled 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum soluble no boiling made in the cup with hot water, instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
Both kinds are delicious cost per
cup about the same sold by Grocers everywhere

Regular

"There's a Reason" for Postum

lAS

COMMERCIAL

RASH Of! NECK

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

Is a Powerful
MRS. HAWKS GETS

CLUB IS

'

HAIR
PLEASING
REPORT
rOH MEMBERS AT ANNUAL
MEETING
.

Nearly Whole Back of Head Covered.
Red and Scaly. Hair Thin. Itched
and Burned. Cutlcura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment Healed.

fcardly keep from scratching.

It

h

When he did
was dreadfully

Ma-soi:i-

"I told my husband I believed we could
leal the ringworm with Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and we at once got some. It had
then been seven months since it first started.
Ee used the Cuticura Soap and Ointment
it grew better right along and then
disappeared and left no scar whatever."
(Signed) Mrs. A. C. Falrchild, May 7, 1914.

ud

,

Samples Free by Mail

Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so much
for poor complexions, rod, rough hands, and
dry, thin and falling hair, and cost so little,
that it is almost criminal not to use them.
Bold everywhere. Sample of each mailed free,
Tith 32-- book on the skin and scalp. Address

"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."

d

post-car-

MOTHER

MRS. WILLIAM
HAD EXCITING

OF

n,

annoying.
I

Works With a Definite Pur.
pose and Is a Known
Antidote.

EUROPE

Assembled In special session, the
board of directors of the Commercial
club last night listened to the reading
c' the annual report of Leo M.Tlp-tosecretary of the organization. This
report, which will be presented to the
members of the club at their annual
meeting next month, was received and
approved by the directors. It shows
that the club's finances are in better
coiidition than at any time in its existence, while It has accomplished
more for Las Vegas this year than
period in
during any twelve-montseveral years.
In addition to his annual report,
c
Secretary Tipton reported that the
loilge, which owns the building
in which the club quarters are located,
has agreed to continue Its donation
of $50 per month to the advertising
fund of the organization. Under this
arrangement the club will continue
In its present quarters for another
paying $50 per month rent and
furnishing heat for the building. This
arrangement has been In effect for
a year and has proved successful.
The board decided it should be made
plain that the advertising stickers being prepared at the expense of the
Commercial club should be given to
no merchants or professional men who
are not members of the organization.
These stickers, which are to be of
beautiful design, are to advertise Las
Vegas all over the country.
The directors, at the suggestion of
President W. P. Southard, decided to
recommend to the directors who will
be elected next month the inaugurate n of nooday luncheons at the club
rooms.
The annual election of officers will occur on the evening of
Tuesday, October 13.

P. O. Box 105, Antelope, Mont.
"My
husband had a tiny red spot on the back of
hii neck near the edge of the hair. We did
sot think much about it at Drat and it grew
every day (lowly and then wo thought it
fai ringworm. He began to treat it with
medicine but it did no good, if anything it
made it worse for when the medicine was
applied it would smart and burn to badly
that it would nearly act him crazy for a
while afterward. It continued to spread
until nearly the whole back of his neck wai
covered with a bright red rash clear up into
his hair. It made an awful looking placo;
It was red and would got scaly. Ilia hair
stemed to get thin at the time. It itched
and burned from the very beginning; the
Itching was dreadful at times and be could
scratch it would bleed.

OH E FROM

I
PREPARED

COTTON MEN TO MEET
Mass., Sept 23. The prob-

Lnox,

lem of obtaining dyes for American
textile mills, the supply of which heretofore has coni,e almost wholly from
Germany and which has been cut off
by the European war, is one of the
principal subjects to be discussed at
the
meeting of the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers which is to be held here next
wieek. The situation in regards to
the southern cotton crop is another
important subject that will receive attention!. In addition the meeting will
discuss numerous subjects of a technical nature.
Charles T, Plunkett
wiJl tell the association of his recent
visit to the iports of South America,
making special reference to the opportunities for American commerce
in textile goods.
semi-annu-

Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks7
Persons who are subject to bilious
attacks will be interested in the experience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
ago I suffered a great deal from Indigestion and biliousness," she says. "I
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
and they relieved mo at once." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

Colic and DIarrheoa Cured
No one who has used the preparation will doubt the statement of Mrs.
Jennie Brown, Logansport, Ind., who
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera

AUSTRALIA'S INTRICATE BALLOT
St. Louis, Sept. 23 Missouri voters,

after a lapse of

25 years, will vote
again In November under a "blanket"
ballot system. The "name of every
candidate for office on all the party
tickets will be printed on one sheet
Of paper.
In some sections of the
state, especially In the cities, these
blanket ballots will be about half the
size of a newspalper page. The. 15
legislative amendments to be voted
on at the same time will be printed
on a separate ballot.

and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used
by members of my family and myself
-for the past 20 years. For cramps
and summer complaint it cannot be
beat." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Benny Kauff, of the Indianapolis
team, continues to lead the Federal
leapue in batting by a good margin
ever Steven Evans, of Brooklyn.

GOAL AND WOOD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

GORTNER

EXPERIENCES

Mrs. George Hawks, mother of Mrs.
V;,liam E. Gortner, whose arrival In
New York from Europe was recently
reported, is the subject of an article
in the Times of Goshen, Ind., under

date of September 8, a copy of which
has just reached Las Vegas. Mrs.
Hawks and her granddaughter Miss
Swineheart, both of whom have
visited often in Las Vegas, were
caught in the maelstrom of unrest that
m companied the outbreak of the war,
end had much difficulty In reaching
England from the continent. The
story of their experience as told in
the eastern paper Is as follows:
"Mrs. George Hawks and Miss Lei
Swlnehart arrived In Goshen Monday evening from London, where they
had been held for a month, waiting to
secure passage. Mrs. Hawks and companion sailed from Liverpool on Aug.
28, and arrived at New York Saday,
after "a very rough voyage. They had
recured pasf npe on the Lapland, which
was scheduled to leave last June, but
which never sailed.
"While Mrs. Hawks and Miss Swine-har- t
were never near any scenes of
actual fighting yet they saw much of
the preparation for war and the effects
it produced.. They were In Bonn, Germany, at the time of the declaration
of war against Russia, and while constantly assured by German officials of
their safety, they deefded to leave, taking the last train to leave the city,
after being notified 20 minutes before
its departure. Mrs. Hawks and companion passed though the now famous
Liege and Brussels the day before the
Invasion of Belgium was begun by the
Excitement
Germans.
everywhere
was intense and mobilization of the
aimy had practically been completed
in Belgium. Immense crowds of people were being held In these cities,
the officials refusing to allow them to
leave.
"Sailing from Ostend, Mrs. Hawks
and Miss Swlnehart landed at Dover
on August 2, and at London they were
compelled to wait for nearly a month
before they could sail for home.
"In London the spirit was very different from Germany. Everything was
depression; English troops had sailed
under sealed orders, and absolutely no
information of their movements was
given out Every letter sent home by
English soldiers was censored, and no
news of the position of the army, the
results of battles, or any vital information was allowed to reach England.
"Americans were everywhere treated
with the utmost lindness, and at London a committee of Americans, with
headquarters at the Savoy, offered
help to any stranded countrymen.
"The crew on th iKronland, ion
which Mrs. Hawks and Miss Swlnehart sailed, mutinied before reaching
Liverpool, and all determined to de-tethe ship. The Kronland was unable to dock for this reason and practically all of the cargo of flour and
sugar was brought back to New York,"
.
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D. T. Eosklni,
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Office with the San Miguel National Bank
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There are some tlilnjrs In medicine that
are certain and di'liniie.
They do the
S. R. 8. Is one of these reliables
work.
Is
known
a
antidote lor all blood
and
More than that, It is harm-lestrouble.
for It doea not hurt the Rtomacb,
does not affect the bones and joints, nor
does It alter the Integrity of the nerves
But It does sweep through
and spine.
the blood, a powerful, searchiui;. cleansInfluence,--reiiinrkiih- le
tor results and
ing
a tremendous
relief to those who Buffer
the humiliation of skin eruptions.
Nearly all sickness Is due to sluggish
blood. And If vu let S. 8. 8. batbe your
system with Its wonderful Influence your
nervous troubles, your wan, weary, faded,
listless, lifeless body will revive and become so renewed with the sense of enjoyable henlth you will scarcely know yourself.
Try 8. 8. 8. today. Get a bottle
at any drug store.
It will put you on
; keep yon going all day and
leet
j'our
enable you to sleep sound and restful.
8. 8. 8. Is not a "dope," not a physic,
but a fine, bracing, purifying medicine
that is sure to do you a world of good.
It Is just what you need. 8. 8. 8. Is
0
prepared by The Swift Specific Co.,
Swift Rldg., Atlanta, Oa., and If you are
troubled with any stubborn blood disease
their medical department will guide you
safely to health. Write ,them.

CELEBRATE

BIRTHDAY

THRU

23, 1914.

TERRIBLE TOLL OF

lnfiuer.ee in Blood

IN GOOD CONDITION

SPBEjDJTO

SEPTEMBER

LIFE FOR THE WAR

PEOPLE

HAVE EMANPROGRAM
IN LINCOLN PARK

COLORED

CIPATION

DAY

The colored peapje of Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon celebrated the anniversary of the signing of the emanA program of
cipation proclamation;.
addresses and music was held in Lincoln park, named for the man who,
as president of the United States, set
the colored slaves free. The principal address was made by D. H. Williamson, who gave a history of the
formation of the United States from
the original colonies. He said at the
same time the colonists were declaring all men to be free and equal they
were holding black men and women
In Mlavcij.
ed the events leading up to the civil
war and the final freeing of the black
people from bondage.
Henry Dinwoody offered a prayer
and Mrs. J. A. Mosely gave a reading
that was enjoyed by those who heard

it. The assemblage sang "America"
with feeling. This is the first cele
bration the colored tpeople have ever
held here, and they made such, a success of it that they propose to make
the affair an annual event.
INDIANA PHYSICIANS MEET
Lafayette, Ind., Sept. 23. A large
attendance marked the opening here
today of the annual convention of the
Indiana State Medical association.
Fifty women physicians are Included
among the delegates. The sessions
will continue through the remainder
of the week. Many eminent physi
cians and surgeons will take part in
the program, which provides for
numerous lectures, demonstrations
and clinics.
How's ThltT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
We, the undersigned, have known P.
J. Cheney for the laBt 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCES,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cur Is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon theblood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. AJv.
LAND MONEY PLENTIFUL .
Santa Fe, Sept 23. Money is flow

ing into the state land commissioner's
office in such large amounts from
leases this month, that the turnover
to State Treasurer O. N. Marron at
the end of the month will be the larg
est in the history of the state. The
additional la nd grants Becured by
former Delegate to Congress William
H. Andrews In the enabling act, and
that which came to the state through
the efforts of former delegate and now
Congressman H. B. Fergusson, are
proving a kingly heritage Indeed
which is helping to sorve the question
of adequate revenue for the publio
schools and thus assuring every child
of the state a first class education,

CALIFORNIA

BLTURNING SOLDIERS, WOUNDED
IN BATTLE, TELL OF

CASUALTIES
Paris, Sept. 23. The principal sources of really graphic Information of
operation at the front are, for the
moment, accounts given by returning
wounded and prisoners and by private
letters.
They all go to Bhow that the worst
predictions as o the bloody character
of the war are being realized.
The ravages in the German ranks
due in part, It is declared, to furious charges with the bayonet, but
mostly to the 73 millimeter guns.
A German officer,
Interviewed on
hi? way to one of the interior military prisons declared "The French
cannon Isn't a war cannon, it's a butchery cannon."
One of the latest battles at Rambil-lfrt- .
in the Vosges was fought on the
edge of a forest between two
of infantry supported by artillery, and so fierce became the fire
cn both sides that the two regiments
were obliged to retire at the same
time leaving the field to grape and
canister.
From the Sergeant Aviator Decaen
it is learned that six German flying
machines succumbed to musketry fire
at the Luxemburg frontier. "We are
in France for the moment," he writes,
"ind the Germans are retiring, burning Belgian villages as they pass.
on a Belgian aeroplane, came
back from the frontier with a ball In
his back; fortunatery the German bullet don't seem to do much damage;
this one was stopped by a loaf of
bread. Our squadron's going ahead
and, very soon, a letter dated Berlin."
The following letter from a brigadier of dragoons is a specimen of a
certain class of letters that have begun to arrive In Paris.
"My dear parents: If you receive
this letter it will be because I have
teen killed, but don't weep for me,
sitce my fate will have been the
noblest a Frenchman can dream of,
to die for his country on the eve of
victory. We shall De the victors because we have right and confidence
on our side. I shall have done my
'
duty to the end and I hope my death
villi have been useful to my country.
Mv last thoughts will be for
jou."
With this letter there came another
from the cure of a little Belgian village giving the details of the death
of the writer of the above. It was in
a Belgian forest that a party of dragoons were surprised by an ambush
and all shot down excepting three
and on these three the Prussians rushed to complete their work. The brigadier already wounded in the leg
managed to master his pain and charged alone and the cure adds that there
was other than French blood shed
upen the field.
"His body is not lost," the cure con
tinues, "It reposes in tie little cemetery of our village where you will
come to visit his tomb after the war."
A letter from a wounded soldier to
his wife in Paris reads:
"We were in the first rank with our
Lieutenant Jean Ebrard at the head.
He received, six bullets. First wound
ed in the thigh, he got up again col
lected his men and went on ahead.
Another ball struck him In the shoulder and four others were Btopped by
his knapsack. He found another later
In bis belt. 'Precious souvenir he
said. He went to have his wounds
dressed on returning to the place of
assembling. There's a sample of the
conduct of our officers."
n-- e
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One Way Colonist Excursions to

ALBERTA,

ARIZONA,

IDAHO, MEXICO,

BRITISH

COLOMBIA,

MONTANA, NEVADA,
UTAH, WASHINGTON

SASKATCHEWAN,

COLORADO,

OREGON, TEXAS.
AND WYOMING.

$30.00 m $37.75
Tickets on Sale Daily,
September 24th to October
8th, 1914.

Liberal

Through Tourist Sleeper
Daily Service
Unexcelled

Stop-Ove- r

Privileges

OTHER SPECIAL RATES:
ATLANTA,
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GA.,
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$53.45
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N.
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the
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N.
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24, 25, 26.

M.,

and

Account Northern New
Mexico Fair.

$5.35

Final return
1914.
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29 to 0ct 3 lnclualFinal return limit Oct
4th, 1914.

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Account Convention of

Tickets on sale Sept
27 to 30, inclusive.
al return limit Oct. 3,

al

and return

Sunday

$6.40

School of New Mexico.

1914

Account New Mexico

Dates of sale Oct 3rd.
inclusive.
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N.

ALBUQUERQUE,
M. and return.

$5.30

Suae Fair,

for the round trip.
LAS CRUCES,

return

limit Sept. 28th,

return

M

Final

3, 4. 5.

Churches of Christ

$3.QO
RATON,

Tickets on Sale Oct

general

N.

and return,

12th, 1911.

M,

Account

$13.35

10 10tn

Dona
Fair.

for the round trip.

Ana

Dates of sale Sept
y
29th to Oct 3rd,
Bive- - Final return lim
it Oct. 4th, 1914.
lnclu-Count-

For other information call on D. L. Batchelor, Agent
INDIANA

ELECTRIC

LIGHT

MEN

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 23. The
scope of public utilities commissions
is one of the leading subjects scheduled for discussion at the annual convention of the Indiana Electric Light
association, which met In this city
today with headquarters at the Hotel
Severia. Members from all parts of
the state were In attendance this
morning when the sessions were opened with an address by the prt?sident,
Thomas P. English of Muncie. At the
afternoon session addresses were de"Valuation for
livered as follows:
Rate Making Purposes," Halford Eric-so-n
of the Wisconsin railroad commission; "Commercial High Tension

Outdoor Substantion,"
of Pittsburgh.

H. W. Young

The cessions of the

convention will continue over tomor-row- ,
concluding tomorrow night with
a banquet and ball.
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
"Two years ago my little girl caught
a hard cold which went to her lungs
ar.I she coughed almost constantly. I
got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The beenficial effect ot
this remedy was promptly demonstrated and this one bottle cured her,"
writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Huntington, Inii. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

ROOSEVELT

TO STUMP ILLINOIS
Springfield, 111., Sept 23. Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt Is coming into
Illinois tomorrow to deliver a series
of speeches in behalf of Raymond
Robins candidacy for the United
States senate om the progressive ticket. The first speech will bo madn to
morrow afternoon at Galesburg. From
Galesburg Colonel Roosevelt will come
direct to this city to speak at the
Progressive day celebration at the Illinois state fair. The party leaders
plan to make the demonstration, a
record breaker In point of attendance
a(ad enthusiasmi.
Delegations of progressives from "every section of Illinois are arranging to attend the rally.
The principal meeting will be held
in the state arsenal, which has a' seat
ing capacity of nearly 20,000.

Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up
No better medicine could be made
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness,
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
That's why they cant Improve the
quality, and war or no war, the price
remains the same. No opiates. Don't
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
and Tar is the best O. Q. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Twill Be Ready
in a Minute
As a matter of fact this wonderful little
disk stove is ready to cook in much less
than one minute from the instant you
turn the switch. And you can cook on
it practically anything you wish.

in1

It is, perhaps, the most convenient
and useful of the great variety of electri
cal cooking devices now within the reach of all, not
excepting those receiving the more modest incomes.
It represents the genius of the " Light House Keeping
Age'' now opening to us banishing as with a fairy wand
all the nuisances of smoke, soot, disagreeable odors, and
tiresome delays.
You cannot fully appreciate its many virtues until you
G-stoves
actually use it. Come in and cook on the fine little
we carry in stock and learn a lesson in real convenience.
E

Las Vegas Light & PowerJCo.
11
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The Commercial club of Las Vegas
has won the. right, during the fiscal
year just closing to ask and expect
the support of everybody in the community who wishes to see La Vera
At the special
grow and iproeper.
of directors of
board
the
of
meeting
the organization last night it was
shown that the club has accomplished
a great deal of good work and will
finish its fiaoaj year in a highly satis
factory condition.
It has been said in the past, some
times correctly and sometimes Incorrectly, that the club "is not doing
anything." This year the club has
accomplished much for the betterment of business conditions and the
.
development of the surrounding conn-trya
on
such
basis,
ore
Its affairs
now, that it will continue to do good
work In the future. Every memoer
of the organization has a ri:4it to feci
proud of the record made this year.
and those who do not belong can find
reasons for talking themselves into
joining.
Every member of the club should
attend the annual meeting and elec
tion, which will be held on Tuesday
evtning, October 13.

1871

CO.

........ ..Editor.

EQUALIZATION
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23, 1914.

RECITAL WAS ENJOYED
BY MANY
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WITHOUT
COAL. GRAZING AND AGRICUL
TURAL LAND VALUES ARE
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fAJ0HITY

HMD
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-
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of passage without such revelasubmarines, la the big
he sent a more complete report and secretary.
tions, to a point where the Imposition the interminable postmastership fight
news feature in today's Berlin newsbitter
direct
to
KitchLord
complaint
at
will
Santa
and
Fe
Las
raise
new
to
taxes
$100,000,000
of
Cruces, Congresspapers. Details of the battle are not
man
GERMANY MAKES REPLY
tiot be necessary.
"
Fergusson now has a good- - ener, saying that the failure or the
yet
available), The news was received
' If the republican minority can ren- sv,e& revolt on hand over the select- French general to answer his plea had , Peking, China, Sept. 24. The CMn with particular pleasojfe? Ss?5
the
whole
army In, Jeopardy,
ese government has replied to the pnA to reconcile the
der the country this good service, It ion- of a postmaster at Alamogordo. put
German sailors with
w ill hajre, a .record of performance upProtests have (been filed against the the general complained against by tistof Germany against tbe landing of
on them of higher
imposed
thepplicy
the
general complained . aganst by Japanese troops A& fchjnaj disclaimmj;
on which td""appeal to the people. The man he proposed to recommend for
under which the officers and
strategy
refused to punish him.: Then responsibility for the violation of her
men of the fleet are chafing, despite
government, of course, must be main- appointment and the United States French,
Kitchener
threatened the president of neutrality, which, he says, she is unGenuine Mocha Gloves In sizes 5 to 7 gray only this week will
tained. The public credit must be senators threaten to defeat his confirall admonitions of patience from' the
France with ipractical withdrawal of able to defend.
'
n
as
mation
Sellg-madid
the
administration
If
Dirk
that
of
rrwerved.
parthey
r
newspapers and public opinion.
&&CPER PAIR . - - - .,
be sold at
at Las Cruces. The present post- the British expeditionary forces from
ty will not abandon its extravagance,
the
was
field, unless the general
FIRE IN CONSTANTINOPLE
and, In order to continue it. Totes to master, J. M. Hawkins, resigned six
courtmartialed.
AMERICANS ARE ANGRY
"ay new and burdensome taxes upon veeka ago and is anxious to leave
SepL 23 (via LonConstantinople,
"President
to
make
Poincare,
eager
London,
Sept .23. Because they did
the people, It will have made a record for Oregon to spend a year, but like
don). Eight hundred houses in tho
of performance the people can not fail Acting Postmaster J. H. Vaughn at every concession to Lord Kitchener, Jewish quarters .of Haskeui, on the not find special steamers chartered by
to understand. If, In the debate which Santa Fe, cannot leave his post until called for the resignation of his whole Golden Horn, were destroyed by fire the American government to carry
cabinet, which was disposed to back last
them home, about 400 German Ameri
tills issue ought to force, the people i successor has been commissioned.
night. Three thousand Jews are
up the war minister in opposition to
cans held an Informal indignation
are well advised by the leaders of the
homeless and in great distress.
Kitchener. This was on August 26,
The authorities
are distributing meeting in London today and present
opposition party. There shrtuld be a
' FOOTBALL
about a week after the battle of
NOTES
ed a protest to the American commis
at
the
which
bread
end
of
great party debate,
among the stricken. The Amer5fh,
Pretty patterns all designed for busy
Minnesota has a promising lineman Mons. A serious crisis in the affairs
sion.
Mr. Mann should feel himself much
ican
little children to play in. We sell all
ambassador,'
Henry Morgenthau
in Meyers, who played on the fresh- of the allies was thus averted and
more entitled to Mr. Underwoods's reof our Dress Ginghams at
tclivitly participated in the organizaman team last year.
Kitchener triumphed."
cent characterization of him as "a W.
tion of the relief work.
r
Earl Sprackling, the former All-TODAY IN C0NGRES8
prejudiced partlson," That character- oaca
OBB,Bl
""
tuition ot Mr. Mann, after his long T"
AMERICANS MAY RACE
bout not Clinched
D'""u """
lms New York, Sept. 23. In lieu of the
San Francisco, Sept 23. Jimmy "Washington,
sustained effort to make himself agree- - IV"
Sept. 23. Senate: Met
year.
.
international balloon race, which had Clabby's manager denied today that at 11 a. m.
iie, is now omj- an indication ot
licw fultile it always is to shoot
been Bet for October 15, but was call Clabby and Mike Gibbons, both middle-weightMiscellaneous bills were considered.
vith blank cartridges. If earned in a It looks as though Fritz Malsel will ed off because the foreign pilots could
had been matched on the afHouse: Met at noon.
n
great debate for public economy and succeed Clyde Milan as king of the rot compete, It was announced that ternoon of Thanksgiving day. Such
Passed general land leasing bill.
1'.
honesty, it might lead on to who Dase stealers, as the Yankee infielder the. Aero Club of America would be a match has been discussed among now pending in the senate.
(HtlHll iVl
Icncws what? St. Louis Globe-Demris now leading both the American and asked to sanction an American race. other possiblities but had not been
Resumed consideration of the bill
N.M
i fct.
National leagues In sack' pilfering.
clinched.
The tentative date U October 7.
to codify the printing laws.
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DEPARTMENT IS
Now Weil Filled With
The Season's Newest
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KID GLOVES SPECIAL.

$1.25 Adtcr Gloves
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Zephyr Ginghams
for
School Dresses

12ic per yard
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REDUCTION
A. H. Roberts

YOUR
SUIT
For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.

j

We have a complete line of for
elgn and domestic suitings, com

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing

i

OF PAY

Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

of Las Angeles is

registered at one of the local hotels,
James E. Boland of Albuquerque is
in the city for a brief stay.
Frank Shelly of Holman came to
Las Vegas last night for a short visit.
Charles Lloyd, an employ of the
Bismarck cafe, who has been away
for several weeks enjoying a vacation,
returned to the city last night.
Charles E. Doll of Sauta Fe, formerly of this city, is here for a short
time.
Thomas R. King, a Denver business
man, is registered at one of .the city's
hotels.
C. E. Lyman, a Pueblo business
man, is in the city for a few days.
President F. H. It Doberts of the
New Mexico Normal University left
on train No. 1 today for a short lecture tour. Tomorrow Dr. Roberts
will be in Santa Fe, and will proceed
from there to El Paso, stopping in
Las Crucos, Alamogordo and Albuquerque. He will return to Las VTegas
on October 1.
Miss Bessie Watt of the Ntw Mexico Normal University has been invited to give a demonstration of the
Montisorrl method of education for
children before the meeting of the
state educational association in Albuquerque on November 23.
Mrs. M. F. Schmidt, who arrived
in Las Vegas recently from Ocean
Park, Cal., and has been stopping at
one of the local hotels, left today for
Mississippi, where she will visit her
daughter.
Mrs. V. C. McKelvy, wife of W. C.
McKelvy, night wire chief of the telephone company here, left on train
No. 10 today for Colorado Springs,
where she will visit her parents, later
going on to Kansas. It is not expected that she will return before Christmas.
Ey R. Collins and Harrison Flint
have returned from a successful and
enjoyable , fishing trip to the upper
Gallinas river trout hQles. They say
they caught a large number of fish
and had a most enjoyable time. Mr.
Collins, managing editor of the Los
Angeles Herald, will leave for his
home in about a week. He and Mrs.
Collins are here oh a visit to Mrs.
Collins' Las Vegas relatives.

I

The Two

Schott of New York city la stop
a few days.

ping here for

PERSONALS

receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

IS HIS SOLUTION
SENATOR
EVEN

WOULD
THE PRESIDENT'S SALARY

SHEPPARD

CUT

Washington, Sept. 23. Reduction
of government officials,
including Benators, representatives,
army and navy officers and the president himself, was proposed in, a resolution by Senator Sheppard as a
means of meeting the 'Vnormous
strain put on the federal treasury by
the war in Europe."
The reduction would vary from 2
of $1,200 to 12
per cent
.per cent on salaries of over $6,000,
and would be effective for one year
from November 1, 1914.,

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus

of salaries

$125,000.00

BASEBALL

EE

--

'V.

National League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Boston.
St .Louis at Ntw York.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.

Mr

EXPLAIN

WHY

THEY

FIRED ON THE HISTORIC

STRUCTURE
Berlin, Sept. 23 (via, London). The
headquarters staff, Im' further expla-

nation of the bombardment of the
cathedral of Rhelms says:
"Since September 20, when a white
flag was hoisted in the steeple, the
cathedral hals beea respected by our
artillery. We soon discovered that
the French had used the steeple as
a point of observation, which explain
ed the good shooting of the French
artillery.
"It became necessary to remove the
observation post, which removal wais
accomplished by shrapnel from the
field guns. The fire of heavy artillery was not allowed and the bom
bardment ceased after the obser- avtion post was removed. We could
see the steeples still standing. The
exterior of the cathedral is still un
damaged but the roof has been set on
fire. Our troops did no more dam
age than was absolutely necessary.
The French alone are to blame for
misusing the white flag."
EXCHANGE'S LACK OF POWER
New Orleans, Sept. 23,The New

Or'eans cotton exchange has decided
it has no power to take official action
on the demand of the Liverpool Cot
ton association that New Orleans longs
in the Liverpool market margin up
tl.clr contract losses according to an
exchange announcement today. The
exchange takes the posUlon that the
Liverpool association should file Individual complaints In cases where
local firms refused to remit. Brokers,
however, are a unit in declaring they
will cover their losses If they are al
lowed to close their contracts, but re
fuse to margin up the losses and still
ctirry the cotton.

Monioya & Cordova
In staging the Contest
booked for Tomorrow

You Will Find
j

BUTTER

N

est as well as most scientifc
contests in the Boxing line
ever given in ;Lasr Vegas.

oBIA
n

League

ill

Years

Months.

Days

sex

Parents' Name

.

'J

Address

Street

.

and No

All parties

wishing to enter

children ff'l

the above form,
5 10
Boston .
to
Mrs.
and mall
Trumbull at above address.
3 12 1
Detroit
Collins and Carrigan;
Batteries:
At Topeka
R. H. E.
Covaleskie, Reynolds and Baker.
1
7
4
R. II. E. Topeka .
Second Game
6
8 2
0 Lincoln
8
-- 5
Boston
Batteries: Dashner, Grover andTon-neman- ;
0 4 2
Detroit
Jordan and Rehor.
Collins and Carrigan;
Batteries:
,
R. II. E.
Second
McGame
and
Boehler
Oldham, Deynolds,
8 3 2
Toneka
Kee, Baker.
2 8 4
Lincoln R H. E. Batteries: Reislgl .and JTouueman;
At Chicago
1 6 2 Pope and Blackburn.
Washington .
9 10 0
Chicago
Batteries:
Shaw, Williams, Angel
NEW MANAGERS NAMED
and Ainsmith; Benz and Schalk.
Santa Fe, Sept 23. Hon. John W.
R. II. E.
Second Game
Foster, the renowned diplomat and
2
4 10
Washington
who is president of the
statesman,
2
7 12
Chicago Americanist congress, has just been
Batteries:
Bentley, Myers and
a member of the managing
Scott,
Lathrop, Russell, Jes-pe- r committee of the School of American
Henry;
and Schalk, Mayer.
Archaeology. He makes hiB residence In Washington, D. C. Percy
National League
a New Haven attorney and
Jackson,
R. H.E.
At Boston
Yale alumni, who has his summer
G
2
2
Pittsburgh
residence on the Vermejo ranch in
8 12 1
Boston
Colfax county, has also been elected
Batteries:
McQuillan, Kantlehnerl a member of the
managing committee,
and Coleman; Tyler and Whaling.
cbntsituting with Federal Judge William H. Pope of Santa! Fe and G. A.
R. H. E.
At New York
Davidson, president of the Panama-Californi5 10 1
Chicago
exposition, the new memLadies Soil
0 3 1
New York
bers
board who have in charge
the
of
Mathand
Archer;
Batteries; Cheney
the destinies of the school at Santa
You will be surprised at the
ewson, OToole and Meyers, McLean. Fe with Its research work not only in
values we are showing you for
the southwest but In Guatamala and
o little money.
R.H.H.
At Philadelphia
other portions of the western hernia
o 6 3
St. Louis .1
conphere. Their selection, is to be
4 4 4
$12.50 to $15.00 values go at....
Philadelphia
firmed by the council of the ArchaeoBatteries: Griner, Perdue and Winlogical Institute of America at Its an
go; Mayer, Baumgardner and Dooin. nual session in Philadelphia in
$15.00 to $18.00 values go at. . . .
RH.E.
At Brooklyn.
4 6 1
Cincinnati $18.00 to $20.00 values go at....
5 8 1
-SHARP PICTURES HUNG
Brooklyn Santa Fe, Sept;
Batteries: Yingling and Gonzales;
In hand moulded, gold leaf frames
Aitchison and .McCarty.
$20.00 to $22.50 values go at. .. .
the two oil paintings presented by J
H. Sharp, tfrer celebrated painter of
Federal League
R. H. E. Indians and western scenery,' were
At Pittsburgh
$25.00 to $30.00 values go at
ILI'JLI
St.'" Louis
'10 17 0 received today from Chicago and hung
$18.50 and '.."i'.-A- .i
4 8 2 in the reception room of the historic
Pittsburgh'.
;
Batteries:
Davenport and Chap palajce, to form ,. together with the
work of the artists employed by the
See them while there la a large
man; Seaton and Land.
School of American Archaeology and
from which to choose a'
variety
,1
At Buffalo
RH.E. Hon. Frank Springer, the nucleus of
LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE
4
4 1 a New Mexico art gallery. The standBuffalo
1 3 2 ard set by the two Sharp paintings,
Indianapolis
Batteries: Anderson and Lavigne; which are valued a.t $2,500 by art
la to be maintained as
Billiard, Mullen and Raridan.
to pictures hung In the future.
R. H. E
At Baltimore
2
6 2
Chicago .
GOVERNOR SENDS APPROVAL
NOTICE TO HOMESTEADERS
1 8 1
Baltimore 23. A message of
Santa
Fe,
Sept.
The
Act of Congress approved Au
Batteries:
Brennen, Hendrix and
was sent today by Governor
approval
Jacklitsch.
22,
and
1914, provides
Smith
that the 5
gust
Wilson; Bailey,
McDonald to the Chicago herld and
months' absence in each year allowed
60 other newspapers of their project
Western League
by the first proviso to See. 2291, may.
R.H.B. to send & Christmas ship to Europe
At Wichita
at the option, of the homesteader, be
1 7 1 laden with gifts for the widows and
Denver war-torn
Eu
divided into two periods, but leave o
0 4 1 orphans of soldiers of
Wichita
Is
denominated
The
undertaking
absence shall not total more than E
and Block", rope.
Batteries:
Gapkell
The
a
movement
for
governor
peaca.
and
Graham.
months in each year. The homesteadSpahr; Scott
was also in receipt of a copyrighted
er must file notice in the local land
R.H.E. label to be used as a sticker on en office at the
At Des Moines
beginning and termini.,
5 10
5 velopes and which bears the following
Des Moines
of
tion
eaehabsence,
In
"America's
1
Appeal!
11
10
inscription:
Omaha
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Batteries:
Lakarf, Slattery and tho Name of One God and Universal
II, S Land Office.
all
War
Rfgiiter
end
this
War
Humanity. Let
Shaw; Willis and Zaibaugh.

R.H.E.

At Detroit
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o:-,-

t

1

a

Prices

$9.90

i J

ulj
Finish therr training today
and both claim to be in the
best condition of their fight
- 3

ing career.
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-

A rmorv
JiUii

S

Name of child.

R. H. E.
At Cleveland
6
8
3
Cleveland 10 19
Philadelphia
Batteries:
Carter, DUliriger, Bow
man and Egan; Bush and Schang.

3

1

e

IVI (

C12.50

$14.75

50C, ?l,00
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.$1.50

$16.90
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AT POPULAR PRICE

SEA SO

RESULTS

Age:

Are, to all appearances, giv.
ing the Fans one of the fast

No.

Division -

.

YESTERDAY'S

Tickets on sale at

the best in all

The following is' the form of entry card used:

Entry

io-

lYSTfl

Western League
Dtnver at Wichita.
Lincoln at Topeka.
St. Joseph at Sioux City.
Omaha at Des Moines.

AmeiTcan

HOGAN IS LOSER

Santa Fe, Sept. 23. A verdict for
$75 was given plaintiff today by
jury in the case of Dr. Friend Palmer
of Cerrillos vs. P. F. Hogan, a saloonkeeper In the same place. The trial
of the case occupied two days and
the verdict wouldn't even pay the wit
nesses their fees. The bill of the phy
sician had been for $180 at he rate
of $5 a visit The jury evidently
'
thought that about $2 a visit was suffl.
clent. The defendant thought $1 a
visit waa enough.

The entry card, printed below, must be mailed to Mrs. Charles Trun.
bull, East Las Vegas. New Mexico, Chairman 'of the Committee on entries of that department. Ncticj of time of Judging appoinment will he
mailed to all making their entires early. Entries in this department
close at 12 o'clock noon, Saturday, October 3. Examination will be made
on October 5 and 6. No entrance fee is require. No ehjld riffedug
from any acute or constitutional diseases may be entered. All babies
between the agea of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
to entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from one to
two years old. Division B from two to three years old. Division C from,
three to four yearg old. In each division a first priz of $5 In gold will
be awarded to the best male child aJnd to the best female child.

Federal League
Chicago at Baltimore.
Indianapolis at Buffalo.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Kansas City at Brooklyn.

OF HBH31S CATHEDRAL

I

Better Babies Contest Entry Card
County Fair, at Las Vegas
October 5, 6 and 7

TODAY

American League
New York at St. Louis.

FRENCBUSED STEEPLE

GERMANS

P1VI

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1914.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNERi
ffHB BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

NO.
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night 1m
comM.
A.
Regular
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
munication first tilt
8 o'clock.
In
Visiting members are corthird Thursday
msh month. Visiting dially welcome. J. c. Wertz, president;
brothers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary: C. H. Bally,
M.
vited. Guy
Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Treasurer.

Philadelphia, Sept. 23. The coincidence of the war and the opening of
Petten, Secretary.
OF COLUMBUS, CO UN.
KNIGHTS
the Panama canal gives the United
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
States a chance to double its trade
r
earth Thursday in O. R, C. hall.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
with Australia and New Zealand, ac- Pioneer
TuesA.
second
building. Visiting member
Snowden,
conclave
Albert
Br.
cording io
Maare cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
foreign trade conimitisioner for the
dey In each mcnth at
mnl Temnle at 7:30 D. m. Dr. H. M. G. K .: Frank Angel, P. 8.
National Association of Manufactur-turers- .
The nations of Germany, AusSmith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
tria, France, Belgium, Italy, Holland
LOCAL TIME CARD
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN S,
and Switzerland, which in 1912 supLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
ADVERAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
plied Australia with goods worth f 67,- RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS
447,500 and New Zealand with goods
cation first Monday in each
East Bound
.? mnntli
nt MnsnnlA TemDle
worth $3,489,980, are practically pre
Insertion.
mil
each
llns
cants
or
actual
Five
Arrive
Depart
vented by mobilizations
par
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
. P.; F. O. Blood, secre- - No.
I... 7:20 p. m..... 7:46 s
itary operations from producing com-- j Estlmatt six ordinary words to a llns. RfTral
11:61 p. ft
No ad to occupy lets spacs than two
No. 4... ,11:64 p m
modities for export.
tary.
1:81 a a.
All advsrtlsemcnts
No. I... , 6:25 a. m
charged
Dr. Snowden eay8 that the United llnss
1:01 . a.
States can produce the goods and rill will ba booked at spacs actually sst I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, No. II... . 1:26 p. m
West Bound
4. Meets every Monday evening at
practically all of Australia's standing without regard to numbsr st words.
Arrive
order at an acceptable price. United- Cash In sdvlncs preferred.
Depart
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
. 1:10 p. m...., 1:16 p. U.
States exports to Australia and New
brethren cordially Invited, to attend. No.
1:41 a. n
. 1:35 a. m
Zealand in 1912 amounted to $64,0G9,- J. Frledenstlne, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers No.
. 4:20 p. m.... 4:81 p. S.
090.
He does not think that in. the
V. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
. 1:36 p. m.... 7:t p. HI,
expansion movement Great Britain
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgoock, No.
need be feared. The mother country FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping Cemetery Trustee.
has always stood first, on the colony's
rooms. 721 Fourth.
books, but British factories in war
B. p. o. ELK8 Meets second and
time, he believes, will have all they FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
fourth Tuesday evening of each 3
can do to keep that position.
Sixth
711
month
Elks" home on NinO street
housekeeping
light
Most of the staple Australian deand Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
street.
mands, according to Dr., Snowden, can
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
be Bupplied.in America. From every FOR RENT Two room furnished er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, 3 This
one of the continental exporting nahouse. 921 Lincoln.
Secretary.
tions Australia buys most heavily in
textiles and aonarel. Almost "all of FOR RENT Three rooms for light KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURthis class of articles, Dr. Snowden
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
-- if
housekeeping; five room unfurnishuse
thinks, are being made or can be
ed cottage. Inquire 1118 aNtional W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
t
A.
f
l'l
V.)
made satisfactorily In the .United
first and third Mondays of each
avenue.
EMPRESS
States, and in spite of the 5 per cent
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
tariff preference in favor of Great FOR RENT Modern six room house, Ladies always welcome O. L. FreeFLOUR
Britain.
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
furnace and range. 600
Other articles made in America for
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
which the Austrian demand is heavy
It
giving you
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
include automobiles, drugs, cameras,
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
a
present for doiron and steel and railway iron, hardSixth, street East Las Vegas. N, H
ing something
ware, glassware, lamps, lanterns, mu
sical instruments, fresh and dried
L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
you 'd do uny
fruits, spirits, tobacco, paper and LOST One tall light. Las Vegas
each
fourth
Thursday
evening
way when you
Motor Car Company.
stationery, boots and shoes, habermonth at W. O. V. hall. Vlsltlm
leam how Much
dashery, and canned goods.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V
offers
The exchange,
proposition
BetferEMPRESS
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
practically no problem- at all, in Dr.
Dentist
FLOUR realh
The Panama
Snowden's opinion.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Dental
of any description at
work
Made by GERcanal opens to Australia the enormous
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
moderate prices
consuming markets of eastern and Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
MAN PROCESS
central United States for her primary
at
and
fourth
each
411
of
month
381.
Main
Residence Phone Main
Tuesdays
ONE COUPON FROM
products, such as meat, cutter, cheese
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
and other agricultural commodities.
LoLaemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
FIVE
STAMPS
Although Australia and New Zealand
BISHOP CARROLL'S JUBILEE
cal Deputy. Visiting members are esBRINGS YOU THE
record
world's
per
together hold the
Helena, Mont., Sept. 23. The sateer-dota- l pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
SPOON
IT 'S
capita exportation alnd importation,
jubilee of the Rt. Rev. John P.
GENUINE WM.
Dr. Snowden believes that the United Carroll,
of
Catholic
Roman
the
bishop
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
ROGERS &
States can take quite as much als the diocese of Helena, was made the ocSONS' A A
Osteopathic Physician
British continent colony can give.
casion for an elaborate celebration toSTANDARD
Office Crockett Building
The celebration was in com- Office
day.
9
12
m.
to
Hours
a.
1
m.
to
6
SILVER
p.
Keeps Your Liver Healthily Active memoration of Bishop Carroll's ordiResidence Phone Main 384
A man in Kentucky Just told a nation to the
25
ago.
years
priesthood
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets The principal feature of the day was
FRENCK
medicine
wonderful
were the most
MONUMENT CO
a pontificial high mass at which
1REY (STERthat had entered his system. Said he Bishop Carroll was the celebrant. The
Albuquerque, N. M.
LING) FINI5W
would not be without them. Neither church was
216 E. Central
thronged with representawould you, If you had ever tried them. tives of the
83 Years Practical Experience.
T
I
clergy and laity of the
EMPRESS!
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
W. W. BOWERS
entire diocesa, Bishop Carroll is 50 B. A. JONES
chronic constipation or for an occa- years old and a native of
can be ob
Dubuque,
sional purge. O. G, Schaefer and Red Iowa. His education was received In
GEO. H. HUNKER
this city fronr?
in
tained
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
' Attorn
St Joseph's college, In his native city,
East
In
and
ecclesiastical
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
at
the
seminary
Collins, Murphy, Baker and Mcln- - Montreal. In 1894 he became presin!? of the Athletics are among the first
dent of St. Joseph's college and con
-in the American tinued to fill that
ven
position until he
league.
was elevated to the bishopric ten
1,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
per IN
1,000 lbs., to 2,006 lbs. Each Delivery
yeajrs later.
per 1N Iks.
A Lame Back
Kidney Trouble Causes
200 lbs., to 1,00t lbs. Each Delivery .ww.-- ..
per IN Ik
It
Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
60 lbs, to, 206 lbs., Each Delivery ,M. ....
per 1N lb
.
And it will give you even worse If
Less than 66 lbs. Each Delivery
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
.,Uc per 166 ;U.
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge, Compound.
It spreads a soothing
Gainesville, Ga,, was fairly down on healing coating as It glides down the
her back with kidney trouble and In- throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
flamed bladder. She says: "I took nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
Harvesters, fl torera, amd Distributors et Aataral ie, tie Putty mi
LastUf Qualities et Whlea Ears Made Las Tecas raam.
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back Children love it tastes good and no
is stronger than In years, and both opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
OFFICE 761 DOUGLAS AVENUE
kidney and bladder troubles are en- miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
tirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red Best you can buy for croup and bronchial coughs. Try It. Adv.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Reg-ula-
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For Rent

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
fjjsilvcr Spoon
you

Lost
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JONES-BOWER-

S

IV,

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
,H..M,M..ni

run-gette-

,....w...iBe
.,4t

AGUA PURA COMPANY

BUI James, of the Braves, and Doak,
Manager Bill Hinohman of the Columbus club, who was recently pur- the Cardinals crack pitcher, are runchased by the Pirates, is the high man ning neck and neck for the National
in American association batting.
league pitching honors.

Fluttering Heart, Floating Specks
These are signs of kidney and blad
der trouble. You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidney Pills at once. Your miserable
sick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Dizzy Head,

For a Weak Stomach
There are people right In this vicinity who find it necessary to be very
careful about what they eat as they
have weak stomachs. Many of them
wculd be very much benefited by the
same treatment that cured Mrs. Ernest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who
writes, "I had a weak stomacn and
for years certain food disagreed with
me. I would- - feel tincomfortable for
hours after eating. . Xost weight and
became debilitated. Then I began
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the
promptness with which they benefited
me surprised both myself and my family. They strengthened my digestion
and In a short time I was sound and
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
.
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The Brooklyn Superbaa have won
12 out of the 18 games played with
the Boston Braves. As but three
games remain to (be played between
the two teams the season's series
,
goes to the Superbas.

FIND WHAT

INT ADS
CLASSIFIED AOS search out
MIGHT BUT

YOU WANT

AND
SELL

WHAT YOU

t ho people to

whom

DONT WANT

among those who

the particular thing is worth most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery and
, furniture,
articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
n unrip
ii
MC LLUnt

MAGAZINE

u

THE

WOMEN'S HOM E COMPANION

THE NATIONAL

SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL

AT

TIE

OFFICE

AND

BY CARRIER

BY MAIL

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
flagazine for one year

t
&

$7.50

Q

10 II

1C
M
nl
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The Daily Optic for one j ear
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$7.00

o
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$6.00

$6.50

c

Q

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

CHT
GOOD MOVING PICTURES
Santa Fe, Septtember 23. Success-fil- l
beyond all expectations are the motion pictures taken at the Navajo fair
at Shlprock by Cliase Dell, the motion
picture operator of the New Mexico
exposition commission. It beats
ever attempted In that line by
any professionals and gives, as vivid
a picture of Indian life and Indian Industries as It Is possible to obtain.
Taken with the films obtained of the
Indian dances and ceremonies at a
and Laguna, these pictures will
prove great drawing cards that will
lead to thousands of tourists visiting
New Mexico on their return trip from
the expositions next year and many
years thereafter, for after the expositions, the films will be displayed In
Iho moving picture houses of the entire world.
any-tfcln- g

WILL HELP PEACE
Santa Fe, Sept. 23. "That the
war has done more to advance
the cause of universal peace than a
century of agitation," is the opinion of
Hiram Hadley, the ncstor of New
Mexico educators and prominent Qua-ke- i
peace advocate, who heads the
place section of the New Mexico Educational association and who with Pro- feisor J. H. Vaughn has prepared the
program for a great peace meeting at
Thanksgiving
Albuquerque during
week. "When awful epidemics sweep
over cities," he says, "the first thought
is to remove the cause, to prevent a
recurrence. That Is what will happen
after this war ends. The world will
want no more war after that and peo-pl- u
will demand that the cause of
ar, that Is armaments, must be

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1914.

Frank Loughrey and

LOCAL

NEWS

Jersey

Old Taylor OTiisRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Sweet
Potatoes

Hearst Selig weekly war news at
the Thotoplay tonight only)., Adv.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

3 LBS
for

George Kane, a noted nimrod of
Rowe, has filed an application for
bounty with the county clerk on the
skins of 17 coyotes, 11 wild cats and

Qs.

three mountain lions, shot by him last
month in this county. The bounty
amounts to $SC, which only goes to
show that there is more than one
way to keep the wolf from the doon.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Jim Coffey
Promoter McCarey of Los Angeles
have signed up with Al Lippe for a desires to stage a clash between Abe
Vit-"Too Much Uncle," a two-retour of Australia.
Attell and Johnny Kllbane.
agraph at the Photoplay tonight only.

GREEN TOMATOES
COLORADO PEACHES

d

Adv.

The district court will open In
Guadalupe county on September 28.
No petit jury has been called and the
docket of the grand Jury is said to
be ligliti It is thought that the session will not exceed a week.

Fancy
Fresh
First of the Season

Special rates by the month at El
Porvenir. Phones Olive 5174 or Main

LARGE ONES FOR FRYING
5mall ONES FOR STEWING
We have

20

he only Real Good Potatoes in the City.

STEARNS'

STORE

:- -f

PEACHES
For Preserving or Table Use.
We have a few Boxes

of Fancy Stock at
,

Iff E

90 c

Per
Boz

DM VSS

THE CASH GROCER
AS A SPECIAL INDUCEMENT

JOHN II, YORK

AF1 EBNOON CLASSES AT

Adv,

NORMAL WELL FILLED

Kev. J. Milton Harris of the First
Baptist church has arranged to give
an Illustrated lecture on Ben Hur. The
book will be superbly illustrated with
100 beautiful view's. There Is no one
book save the Bible that is of more
inlerest to Las Vegas people; for the
reasons that the book Is a tale of the
life and times of Christ, and was written in the old Governors Palace in
Santa Fe. The revrew of the book will
be given in two lectures, the first one
Sunday night at the Baptist church
ane. the next one the following Sunday night.

OUR OPENING BALE
We will flive you absolutely free your choice of any of the Rockers
shown In our window with EVfcRY PURCHASE of $25.00 or more.

GASH OR CREDIT
STARTING

MONDAY MORNING,

ENDING SATURDAY

EVENING.

These Rockers range In p r.'ce from $5.00 to $7.50 esch.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
Remember everything In this store is NEW and of the LATEST
DESIGNS. We have no OLD STOCK to work off.

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
"The Store With a Conscience."
PHONE VEGAS 114, 507 SIXTH STREET.

yio Modern Woman

TOWNSPEOPLE ARE AVAILING THEMSELVES OF NEW

MANY

OPPORTUNITY

Tbe afternoon classes at the Normal
University, announcement of the opening of whiefrlwas hiade afew days
ago, are receiving the attention of
mny of the townspeople, who are glad
to avail themselves of the opportunity
ot participating In the studies that
arp so vital to present day needs.
The telephone in the office 'of the
president is kept tinging almost con
the time
District Attorney Charles W G. stantly by people inquiring
courses. All
details
the
of
and
many
Ward, District Court Clerk William E.
Gortner and County Engineer George this week classes will meet for the
purposes of organizing. No definite
E. Morrison left this morning for
to make a survey of the schedule can be announced at this
lands on the Antonio Ortiz grant own- time, as the final course to be foled by Mrs. M. F. DesMarais. The lowed will be determined by those
survey is called for In a su.it pending who attend. For instance, on Thurs
between Mrs. DesMarais and United day afternoon Professor Donaldson
will meet his prospective students at
Stages Senator T. B. Catron.
4:30 o'clock and will consult with
them as to whether tbe course in
The stockholders of the Las Vegas
English will be on the subject of the
Improvement company met at 2 Elizabethan or the modern drama. On
o'clock yesterday
and elect-afternoon Dean Carroon will
ed a new board of directors for thai Friday
meet hi3 pupils and discuss plans for
fiscal year. The members chosen
a course hv experimental and applied
were John D. W. Veeder, Jefferson
PFychology. It is probable that a
Raynolds, Ike Davis, W. E. Gortner, course in
English readings will be InArB.
Appel and
Margarito Romero,
cluded In the work of this class for
thur Ufeld. The directors organized
the purpose of defining causes and
and elected the following officers:
John D. W. Veeder, president; Jeffer- - PEwchological effects.
On
at 9:30 o'clock
garito Romero, vice president; Jeffer Miss Saturday morning
Stallman, head of the domestic
son Raiynolds, treasurer; Frank Cut
science department, will give a lecture
Ier, secretary.
on canning, and will take up the question of organizing a class in domestic
The Mutual Theater is offering a science with the matrons of the
city.
feature tonight, Professor Lewis will initiate a course
special three-ree- l
"Mongrel andMaster," a powerful po in chemistry on Friday afternoon.
litical drama featuring the popular This will be a course
preparatory to
Estany stars, Francis X. Bushman and the regular course in domestic, science.
AmRuth Stonehouse. Also a one-reMiss Wilhelmina Vollmer will meet
erican subject entitled "The Wrong a class in Spanish on
Monday afterBirds," featuring Charlotte Burton and noon at 4:30 o'clock. All of these
Ed Cozen.
Four reels, prices 5 and classes are open to the
general public.
10 cents. Adv.
The credits obtained In many of them
will hold with other institutions of
Bobby York, who will meet Pepe learning, such as the University of
Gallegos tomorrow night at the arm-or- y Denver.
in a
bout, did only a little light work this afternoon. GalOVERCAME OBSTACLES
legos finished his training last nigh1.
Santa Fe, Sept 23. E. B. Crapp
Both men feel better than at the apatad .Miss Clara E. Miller of Sanchez
proach of any former fight, they say,
and each is going to put up the hard- San Miguel county, were married to
est fight of his career. The affair day by the Rev. B. Z. McCollough
will start about 9:30 o'clock).
after an excitin3 search for the coun.
fy clerk and a minister to tie the
Tonight at the Mutual theater on knot. The groom inquired at the of
Bridge street there will be shown a fice of the state land commissioner
special three-ree- l
feature, "Mongrel where he could get a marriage 11
and Master,". a powerful political cense, and was directed to the court
drama featuring Francis X. Bashmaa house by Miss Jacobs,
stenographer
and Ruth Stonehouse. "The Wrong to the state land commissioner. At
Birds," a comic film, will also be the court house he asked for the resi
shown.
dtn.ee of a Methodist minister but
discovered that Rev. J. M. Shimer is
HARVEY'S J3 OPEN
at Albuquerque attending the Metho- Carriage jjiut Saturday morning. dist conference, and was finally di
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
rected to the Presbyterian manse.
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knows there is no economy in
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly shrkuows the best
is the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to ,th3 times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to
day. Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

tbe Home of Ibe Best of Everything Eatable

PEACHES
$1.00 PER BOX
THE GRAAF&HAYVARDCO.STORE
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PAINTS MR IfARNISHES

Our line of Paints and Varnishes Is very complete. We handle
1.0 oooui luicm ui
ireru'j ttuu .tiayuuius paints. Arcnitects
everywhere Juslst on this bnnd. We have
,

"

Floor Paint.
House Paint.
Bath Tub Enamel

o
o
fj

rnone mam

Floor Varnishes.
Buggy and Auto

Jap

07

A

paint

Lack Varnishes.

ior a

vara rree.

LUDWIG VJM. ILFELD

Every thing in Hardware and Furniture

Next to Bridge

Federal

Stales

Grocer and Baker

gj

afti-rnoo-

F O R.

ELECTRIC PUMPING PLANT
STAR ROUTE STOPS
Santa Fe, Stpt. 23. Of 2,000 acres
Santa Fe, Sept. 23. Acting Postnecessary for the Installation of an master John H. Vaughn reports that
CLASS OF ELEVEN e'.ectrio power pumping plant, 1.C00, commissions have been issued to the
acres have been signed up by the dry
or reapfarmers at Stanley, southern Santa Fe following newly apolnted
In New Mexico:
pointed
postmasters
county. Efforts will now be made to
George U. McCreaTy, Artesia, Eddy
JOLLY GOOD TIME IS ENJOYED secure
the additional 400 acres from
VISITING
county; D. Wasson, Estancia, TorAND
BY LOCAL
among the non resident owners of rance
county; Clinton E. Byrne, Des
BROTHERS
homesteads near Stanley.
Moines, Union county. The Sunday
At Anthony, $2,700 have been sub- mail
delivery on the star route beLast night was the big time In local scribed for a creamery but $2,300 more tween Cerrillos and San
Pedro, southEll.dom. A class of 11 new members will have to be raised to assure the ern Santa Fe
has been
county,
as initiated; many members from installation of the plant
out of town were in attendance, and
a strong: delegation of visiting Elks
shcred the hospitality of the Las VeJefferson Reynolds, President
gas lodge with the novitiates for the
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis. Vice President
f.rst time. The ceremony of initiation
Hallet Raynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
was deeply impressive, and a lasting
impression was made by the reading
of an appreciative speech delivered by
Elbert Hubbard at the recent conclave
in Denver. E. R. Collins, a newspaper
ma nof the Pacific coast,, and a visitOP LAS VEGAS, N. M.
ing Elk, made a few happy and felici
tous remarks that were decidedly apt
and pat. A banquet was served and
AS A MEMBER OF THE
a rousing, jolly good time followed.
The class that made the perilous
journey on the goafg back was comUnited
posed of Frank Ettinger, W. E. Hoget,
Paul Breniger, W. C. Page, J. E. Long,
C. E. Clement, G. H. Simpkins and
We offer our patrons an especial
V. C. McKelvy, all of Las Vegas; J.
guarantee of benefit and security.
If. Richer, Jr., of Shoemaker, and Si- Curns
and
Frank
J.
:ion Vorenberg
of Wagon Mound.
Among the visiting Elks were Andy
Welst, Claude Wensell, Ben Robinson
and Lee Anderson of Wagon Mound,
who came in by auto; Charles Fraker,
Jr , and Mr. Vorenberg, also of Wagon
Mound, who arrived on train No. I
yesterday; and C. E. Habinger and J.
D. Guthrie of Raton.
On next Saturday evening the Elks
THE CARPENTERS ARE PUSHING
will give one if their "famous follies"
stag smokers, just to get the new
members started right on the pathway
of fraternal fun.

ELKS INITIATE A

n

Interest Fsid

Ml

on Time Deposits

US HARD!

LAS CRUCES IS LOSER
Fe, Sept. 23. Judge William
H. Pope in federal court today decided

MORE ROOM NEEDED!

Santa

So our Big
'Remodeling Sale

against the town of Las Cruces Its suit
against the National Surety company

to recover on the $20,000 bond given
for the satisfactory performance of the
contract awarded by the town to
Bash and Gray, for the construction
of municipal water works and Bewers.
The town claimed $751.15 damages
unpaid for leaving the streets without
backfilling the trenches; $201 for leak
age of water pipes and $99. IS for leakage and repair of an oil tank. Judge
rope held that the town had ordered
material changes In the contract without notice to the Surety company,
thereby releasing it from its obligation. The contract, originally for $55,-00- 0
had been increased by extensions
and alterations to $75,000 thus adding
that much to the liability of the sureties without giving notice.
Robert L. Faulkner of Las Cruces
was adjudicated a bankrupt and the
case referred to Referee In Bankrupt
cy Robert L. Herron.
VAN HOUTEN
Santa Fe, Sept. 23.

Continues.
Save from 20 to 50 on anything
you may need in furniture and

household goods.
THE OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT BE

FOR LONG

J. C. Johnsen

Jan van Houten,
president of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific railroad, and In
charge of extensive coal mining inter
ests In Colfax county, today viewed
the great model of the Pecos Pueblo
and church in the Old Palace, prepar
ed as one of the seven landmarks on
the Santa Fe Trail for the San Diego
fair, and expressed his unstinted admiration of this as well as of the oth
er exhibits in the museum of New
Mexico. He was especially Interested
in the 4,000 year old clay tablets with
Cuneiform Inscriptions presented to
the museum recently from the Babylonian collection of Yale
university.
MADE CABINET

Son,

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes

PLEASED

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

QUIT

New York. Sept 23. The
Evening
World today published an interview
with Dr. rred S. Mason of New
York,
who returned on the Olympic; in
which the physician claims to have
been informed by a high French official that it was Lord Kitchener,
Britain's minister of war, who forced
the resignation of the French cabinet
shortly after the outbreak of the war.
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It

is said that the full quota of 62,000
stats In the Yale Bowl will be ready
for the Harvard-Yalgame on Novem-

Written Guarantee

e

ber

21.

3

effect that: IF
the price declines the
buyer will have the

the

LET US

Q

amount

Clean
or Dye

of the decl'ne

refunded.

your old

YCU

Agents for Tho Ford

;

J.
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Las Vegas Steam Laundry

if

CII AS. ILFELD CO.

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE

j

goes with every car to
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